Call for Abstracts
The Organising Committee attaches great
importance to high quality sessions an invites those
who wish to contribute to the Conference to submit
an abstract. A number of abstracts will be selected
for oral presentations in Lecture sessions and
Workshops.
As we are looking for innovative aspects, we
are keen to receive abstracts on new topics.
Workshops may be organised for particularly serious
or interesting cases.

2nd INDUSTRIAL LIFE
Utrecht, The Netherlands,
June 16th & 17th, 2003

All selected abstracts will be published in the
Conference Proceedings. An award will be given to
the poster with the best scientific content and
layout.
The format for abstracts can be downloaded
from http://www.masurin.net. The completed
format
should
be
sent
by
e-mail
to:
masurin@mep.tno.nl.

“International
Conference on
Management of
Sustainable Revitalisation
of Urban Industrial Sites
and Areas”

For more information on the Conference:
TNO-MEP, Apeldoorn
Mr. M.M.J. van Loon
Phone: +31 (0)55 549 36 93
Fax: +31 (0)55 549 32 52
or:
masurin@mep.tno.nl

Deadline for submission of abstracts:

1 April 2003
By e-mail you can express you interest for:
– Keep me informed
– I want to send in a poster
– I want to send in an abstract
– I want to present my organisation on the
commercial exhibition

MASURIN is a framework within the
5th framework program of the EU

For more information concerning MASURIN and the
Conference you can visit our web site

www.masurin.net

Key Dates
Deadline for abstract submission:
Instructions for selected authors:
Distribution of registration forms:
Distribution of final programme:
Deadline early registration:
Deadline late registration
Conference:

1 April 2003
15 April 2003
15 April 2003
15 April 2003
1 May 2003
1 June 2003
16 & 17 June 2003

Organising Committee
mr R. Korenromp (TNO-MEP)
mr P. van den Breemer (Utrecht)
mr R. Puff (INERIS)
Secretariat
mr M.M.J. van Loon (TNO-MEP)
mrs I. Huiskes (TNO-MEP)
MASURIN objective
Provide authorities with knowledge and
tools to create a new partnership with industry
and the public, based on awareness,
transparency and openness to dialogue in
order to improve and maintain a sustainable,
environmentally
and
socio-economic
optimised situation. The long-term objective is
to improve local decision making with regard
to industrial activities within the urban
environment.
The MASURIN Project
MASURIN is a research project supported
by the European Commission under the 5th
Framework Programme and contributing to
the implementation of the Key Action 4 “City
of Tomorrow”; Sustainable City Planning and
Rational Recourse Management: Improving
urban governance and decision making &
Improving
economic
development,
competitiveness and job creation in city
centres and neighbourhoods.
Contract no: EVK4-CT-2001-00054
Visit our website

www.masurin.net

Invitation to 2nd Industrial Life

City information

Conference Themes and Keywords

The 2nd Industrial Life Conference is
organised by the Municipality of Utrecht
(Utrecht), the Netherlands organisation for
Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and the
Institut National de l’Environnement Industriel
et des Risques (INERIS) and takes place within
the framework of the MASURIN project.

The municipality of Utrecht has a long and
colour full history. The name is even derived
from a Latin phrase Ultra Trajectum (Wadeable
Passage). Besides many historic buildings is has
wide variety of places of interest. For more
information: http://www.utrecht.nl.

A: Policies & Strategies
– Communication
– Involving companies and administrators
– Co-operation
– Partnerships and stakeholders
– Local, national and international policies

Programme Overview

B: Tools & Instruments
– Use of policies and strategies
– Use and purpose of quantitative tools
– Legislation, regulation and covenants
– Use and purpose of master plans
– Environmental management
– Maintenance and monitoring

MASURIN is an European Fith Framework
Programme (5FP) project and stands for:
Management of Sustainable Revitalisation of
Urban Industrial Sites.
The project focusses on a Management
Guide to complete succesfull sustainable
revitalisation of urban industrial sites and
area’s.
2nd Industrial Life will provide you with
examples from different EU Memberstates on
Sustainable Revitalisation Of Urban Industrial
Sites. The Conference will offer platforms to
scientists,
consultants,
site
owners,
manufacturers, policy makers and otherwise
involved people to present and exchange
news and knowledge on sustainable
revitalisation. You will be able to meet and
discuss with international collegues from local
authorities, industrial circles and consultants
who – like you – face the same challenge of
combining high ambitions with economic
reality.
The Conference language will be English,
but sessions in Dutch and French are foreseen.
Travel and hotel information
Travel information will be given in the final
announcement and hotel accommodation
will be offered on the registration form.

The programme of the Conference features:
– A plenary opening on 16th June with special
invited speakers;
– Lecture and discussion sessions with oral
presentations,
keynote
lectures
and
discussion on the themes A –F;
– Workshop sessions with discussions on the
themes A – F, and special themes;
– A commercial exhibition / info market will be
organised, offering a meeting point. A list
with of firms and institutions taking part in the
exhibition will be included in the final
programme of the conference;
– A plenary closure on 17th June, also with
invited speakers.
Conference Fee
The approximate conference fee will be
at early registration € 150.- (one day) and
€ 250.- (two days) and € 175.- / € 300.- at late
registration A reduction of 25% will be given to
speakers and poster presenters, and a
reduction of 50% to students.
For commercial exhibition space (stands)
contact the organisation committee or
secretariat.

C: Economy
– Infrastructures
– Logistics
– Innovative land use
– Park management
– Types of Industry
D: Energy management
– Reduction methods
– Re-use of energy
– “Hidden” energy
– Secondary fuels
E: Environment
– Emissions to air
– Emissions to water
– Soil contamination
– Waste
– Secondary feedstock
– Chain management
F: Case studies
– Masurin case studies
– Other cases

